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Abstract 

There is no doubt that man is the center of this existence 

and the axis of the liveling, social and caltural process. God has 

honoured and dignified him upon all his creation. 

He has absolute position on all the natural creatures which 

made him a master of this universe by what he was given of 

brain , freedom determination , sentiment and science , but not 

to control by all that on the other creatures to build himself. 

Also to rebuild the earth and reforming everything on it and to 

carry the torch of the sky to lit the earth and who live on. 

Due to the importances of "man" subject and our need for 

him today more than any other subject. We decided to present 

on many of the subjects because the crisis of humanity today is 

the crisis of the man in all its dimensions and sides. If we were 

able to catch and control it we can catch the other subjects and if 

we loss it we will loss every thing. 

In this thesis we dealt with the subject of man to a thinker 

and modern muslim jurisprudent has great existence on the 

international Islamic and Arab cultural and intellictual level is 

(Al- Sayed Mohammed Baqher Al- Sader) (1933-1980). This 

called the man to build himself , his society and enforcing his 

personality and going back to his right instinct and building his 

enternal contain (thought and determination) a great moral 

building through Islam which has all the basic of building , 

renerval and creation. 

The thesis consisted of preface four chapters and 

conclusion . we showed in the preface and intellicual for Al- 

Sadir in the second chapter we delt with several searches: 

1- man in the holly Quran. 

2- Man in the islamic heritage. 

3- Man in the modern Islamic and Arab thought. 

 

In the second chapter we dealt with the following: 

1- human tendency in its religions frame for Al- Sadir. 

2- Man and the principle of depusyship. 

3- Man and the principle of divine faith. 



4- Man and the principle of slavery. 

 

The third chapter dealt with:   

1- human society and how it is growing up? 

2- Religion and the social problem. 

3- The state as a social phenomenon. 

 

The fourth chapter dealt with human through the following 

searches: 

1- man and the history. 

2- man and freedom. 

3- man and nature. 

 

The conclusion we showed the most important noteable 

points which the researcher came to in his thesis. 
 

 

 


